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1. Let k be a positive integer and an integer with (/, k)--1, 0

=<l k. We denote by p(k, l) the least prime number in the arithmeti-
cal progression kn/l (n-0, 1, 2,...). In 1936 P. Turin [2] proved
under the assumption o the extended Riemann hypotheses for
Dirichlet’s L-unctions that we have or any fixed number

p(k, l) < (k) (log k)
except possibly for o((k))values of l, (1, k)--l, as koo, where (k)
is the Euler totient function.

The purpose o this note is to present the ollowing theorem, which
is slightly weaker than the above result of Turn’s but can be proved
without any unproven hypothesis.

Theorem 1. Let A be an arbitrary real number greater than 3
and e be any number with OeA--3. Then, for almost all positive
integers k we have

p(k, l) <(k) (log k)
except possibly for (k) (log k) values of with (1, k)-1, 1<=1< k.

Here, we say that a statement is valid or almost all positive in-
tegers k, when the number of positive integers k<=x without the stated
property is o o(x) or

2. Our Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of some large sieve
result, which will be ormulated as follows.

For integers k, with k>__ 1, (k, l)= 1, we write as usual
O(x, k, 1)- log p,

p_x
p-=0(mod k)

where x( 1) is a real variable and where under the summation symbol
p runs through over the prime numbers satisfying the conditions

imposed there.
Theorem 2. Let AO be any fixed number. Then, if

Q<x (log x)-we have

sup(O(y,k, 1) <BY ) x2- - (k) (log x)-(/,) =1

with a constant B-- B(A) O.
This result may be obtained by applying the large sieve method,

initiated by Ju. V. Linnik and developed by A. Rnyi, K. F. Roth,
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E. Bombieri and others (cf. e.g. [1]), especially to certain maximal
functions appropriately designed;the process that leads to results of
this sort might be called the maximal large sieve.

In the next section we shall give a proo of Theorem 1 on the basis
of Theorem 2. The proof or Theorem 2 will be published elsewhere.

3. Suppose now that A3 and 0< e <A-3, and take a satisfy-
ing 0 < <(A 3-- e) / 2. Put

ff Q0-- xQ-
(log x) (log x)/’"

Since we have 0(y, k, 1)- 0 for y p(k, 1), it easily follows from the
inequality in Theorem 2 that

(3) (min(p(k,/),x))=<B Xx)__
(k) (log

(,/0 =1

We consider the number N of positive integers k<=Q such that
(2)" p(k, 1)_>_ x for more than

()
2 (log k)

values of with (l, k)= 1, 1_<_1< k. Indicating by ’ the summation
over positive integers k_Q satisfying the condition (2), we get, by (1),

=, i(k) (x .)_<B x_
2(logk)’ (k) (logx)a-3

so that

whence

X XN _<B
2 (log Q)’Q (log x)-’

NB Q =o(Q)
(log x)

for x-c. Hence, if we remove all such integers k rom the interval
Qok<=Q,

then the number N of remaining integers k in this interval for which
p(k, l)>__ (k) (log k) holds or more than

1 1 (k)
2 (log k) / 2 (log k)

values of with (1, k)--1, 1__<1 k, satisfies, by (1) again,

N Qo (log Q0) _<B x
2 (log Q)’ (log Q0) (log x)-or

N<=B x -o(Q)
(log x)---or x--.oo. Since Qo=o(Q)(x-.co), we thus conclude that or all

positive integers kg Q, possibly with N+N+ [Q0] o(Q) exceptions,
we have
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p(k, l)> (k) (log k)
for at least

(I-- 1 /’ (It)> (I 1

values o with (l, k)---I, l__</<k. This proves our Theorem 1, since
Q tends to infinity with x.
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